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bracelets
Sol-Fi Bracelets
This bracelet has the screen resolution of 128x32.
One size fits all. Uniquely designed this bracelet has
the capacity to convert the suns rays into energy. The
energy then powers your product. As well as powering it you can also retrieve your own Hotspot from it.
It is available in the alluring colors of black (JB-001RBLK), navy(JB-002-RNVY), sky blue(JB-003-RSKYBLU),
red(JB-004-RRD), pink(JB-005-RPNK)

Price $65.99

Sol-fi Bracelets
One size fits all. Alluring colors of orange, pink, light
green, light blue, and blue.

Price $39.99

Sol-fi Bracelets
One size fits all. Alluring colors of light blue,
black, pink, green, and yellow.

Price $59.99
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watches
Sol-Time-Keeper

Futurewrap

Be eco-conscious and stylish right down to your wrist with this
solar-powered watch which keeps you on time by supplementing
energy from the sun. The watches orb has a diameter of 3inches. It is
compatible with every device that has the blue tooth option. Not only
projecting time it can also project you with your personal hotspot.
Its color availability is black(JW-011-BLK), white (JW-011-WHT),
khaki(JW-011-CHKI).

Price $69.99
Sol-Time-Keeper

SPORT

Be eco-conscious and stylish right down to your wrist with this solarpowered watch which keeps you on time by supplementing energy from
the sun. The watches orb has a diameter of 3inches. It is compatible with
every device that has the blue tooth option. Not only projecting time it
can also project you with your personal hotspot. Its color availability is
black(JW-012-BLK), white (JW-012-WHT), orange (JW-012-OR), blue
(JW-012-BL), red (JW-012-RD) or grey (JW-012-GY)

Price $69.99
Sol-Time-Keeper

Classic

Be eco-conscious and stylish right down to your wrist with this solarpowered watch which keeps you on time by supplementing energy from the
sun. The watches orb has a diameter of 3inches. It is compatible with every
device that has the blue tooth option. Not only projecting time it can also
project you with your personal hotspot. Its color availability is black(JW012-BLK), white (JW-013-WHT), orange (JW-013-OR), blue (JW-013-BL),
red (JW-013-RD) or grey (JW-013-GY)

Price $69.99
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Sunglasses
Sol-Fi Sunglasses

Classic

The (Fi-Sunglass) sunglasses do more than protect your eyes from UV
rays—they also harness power from the sun to power electronic gadgets.
The sunglasses are that classic look that have been fitted with photovoltaic
cells. The cells collect solar rays to charge a battery embedded in the frame,
and the ear pieces can be removed to reveal a microUSB or Lightening
connector that can be used to charge a cellphone. Including to the ability
to charge theses amazing perspective changers give off Wi-Fi waves. These
slim shades are available in black(JS-014-GBLK), white(JS-014-GWHT),
brown(JS-014-GBRWN), khaki(JS014-GCHKI)

Price $25.99
Sol-Fi Sunglasses

wraps

The (Fi-Sunglass) sunglasses do more than protect your eyes from UV
rays—they also harness power from the sun to power electronic gadgets.
The sunglasses have an athletic wrap look that have been fitted with
photovoltaic cells. The cells collect solar rays to charge a battery embedded
in the frame, and the ear pieces can be removed to reveal a microUSB or
Lightening connector that can be used to charge a cellphone. Including to
the ability to charge theses amazing perspective changers give off Wi-Fi
waves. These slim shades are available in black(JS-015-GBLK), white(JS015-GWHT), grey (JS-015-GGRY)

Price $25.99
Sol-Fi Sunglasses

outlands
The (Fi-Sunglass) sunglasses do more than protect your eyes from UV
rays—they also harness power from the sun to power electronic gadgets.
These sunglasses outdoor look that have been fitted with photovoltaic cells.
The cells collect solar rays to charge a battery embedded in the frame, and
the ear pieces can be removed to reveal a microUSB or Lightening connector that can be used to charge a cellphone. Including to the ability to
charge theses amazing perspective changers give off Wi-Fi waves. These
slim shades are available in black(JS-016-GBLK), charcoal(JS-016-GCHAR)

Price $25.99
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Phone Cases
Sol-case

Classic
Slip-in Design with Anti-Slip Edge. These phone cases are only
compatible with iPhones. They capture the suns rays and convert
them into energy that is used to charge your phone. The energy is also
used to produce a hotspot for you. They stand 4-6 inches tall and 3-4
inches in width. It is available in the colors black(EPC-025-THKBLK),
sky blue(EPC-025-THKSKYBLU), white(EPC-025-THKWHT), and
khaki(EPC-025-THK-CH-KI).

Price $29.99

Sol-case

ARmor

Slip-in Design with Anti-Slip Edge. These phone cases are only
compatible with iPhones. They capture the suns rays and convert
them into energy that is used to charge your phone. The energy is also
used to produce a hotspot for you. They stand 4-6 inches tall and 3-4
inches in width. It is available in the colors purple (EPC-026-THKPL),
green (EPC-026-THKGN), pink (EPC-026-THKPK), red (EPC-026THRD) and blue (EPC-026-THKBLU)

Price $29.99

Sol-case

techie

Slip-in Design with Anti-Slip Edge. These phone cases are only compatible with iPhones. They capture the suns rays and convert them
into energy that is used to charge your phone. The energy is also
used to produce a hotspot for you. They stand 4-6 inches tall and 3-4
inches in width. It is available in the colors black (EPC-027-THKBLK), blue(EPC-027-THKBLU), pink (EPC-027-THKPK), purple
(EPC-027-THKPL) and orange (EPC-027-THKORG)

Price $39.99
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Chargers
Sol-charger

Classic

The solar window charger is a very convenient and eco-friendly product
that quickly and easily attaches to any window, whether it is at home or
in a car, and powers up your USB devices. One side is covered in solar
cells, while the other was made to remain discrete with a sleek and simple
design. The power is stored in a 1300 mAh battery inside, and the small
device features a regular as well as a small USB input. It can also give off
waves of Wi-fi producing a personal hotspot. It is available in the sleek
colors black(EC-029-BLK) and white(EC-029-WHT).

Price $25.99
Sol-charger

mini

The solar window charger is a very convenient and eco-friendly product
that quickly and easily attaches to any window, whether it is at home or
in a car, and powers up your USB devices. One side is covered in solar
cells, while the other was made to remain discrete with a sleek and simple
design. The power is stored in a 1300 mAh battery inside, and the small
device features a regular as well as a small USB input. It can also give off
waves of Wi-fi producing a personal hotspot. It is available in the sleek
colors black (EC-030-BLK), white (EC-030-WHT) and grey (EC-030WHT)

Price $25.99
Sol-charger

wrap

This wrap solar charger is a very convenient and eco-friendly product
that quickly especially on the trail where it can be wrapped around
backpacking gear., whether it is on the trail, at home or in a car, and
powers up your USB devices. One side is covered in solar cells, while
the other was made to remain discrete with a sleek and simple design.
The power is stored in a 1300 mAh battery inside, and the small device
features a regular as well as a small USB input. It can also give off waves of
Wi-fi producing a personal hotspot. It is available in the sleek colors black
(EC-030-BLK), white (EC-030-WHT) and grey (EC-030-WHT)

Price $25.99
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Headphones
Sol-amp

HP

The solar panel that wraps around the top of the Sol-Amp-HP
headphones feeds into a rechargeable battery that can be used to charge
mobile gadgets. The solar cell has a surface area of 55cm3 with a charge
capacity of approximately 0.55W. This energy powers the headphones
for and endless up beat day. Along with powering your tunes it provides
a personal hotspot. Its available colors include black(EH-031-BLK) and
white (EH-031-WHT).

Price $27.99

Sol-amp

classic
The solar panel that wraps around the top of the Sol-Amp headphones
feeds into a rechargeable battery that can be used to charge mobile
gadgets. The solar cell has a surface area of 55cm3 with a charge capacity
of approximately 0.55W. This energy powers the headphones for and
endless up beat day. Along with powering your tunes it provides a
personal hotspot. Its available colors include black (EH-032-BLK),
white (EH-032-WHT), orange (EH-032-ORG) grey (EH-032-GY), or
blue (EH-032-BLU)

Price $27.99

Sol-amp

stealth
The solar panel that wraps around the top of the Sol-Amp-HP
headphones feeds into a rechargeable battery that can be used to charge
mobile gadgets. The solar cell has a surface area of 55cm3 with a charge
capacity of approximately 0.55W. This energy powers the headphones
for and endless up beat day. Along with powering your tunes it provides
a personal Hotspot. Its available colors include black (EH-033-BLK),
white (EH-033-WHT), grey (EH-033-GY)

Price $27.99
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Speakers
Sol-speak

Flip

This speaker dock is powered by solar energy. It enhances the volume
and quality of music and tunes from your iPod or iPhone or Android.
A solar panel is attached to supply solar energy which is converted
to electricity and stored in its 2,000mAh rechargeable lithium ion.
This energy is used to power the device along with having it produce
Wi-Fi.It is available in the colors white (ES-033-WHT), black (ES033-BLK), red (ES-033-RD), pink (ES-033-PNK), and sky blue (ES033-SKYBLU).

Price $39.99

Sol-speak

Palm

This speaker dock is powered by solar energy. It enhances the volume
and quality of music and tunes from your iPod or iPhone or Android.
A solar panel is attached to supply solar energy which is converted to
electricity and stored in its 2,000mAh rechargeable lithium ion. This
energy is used to power the device along with having it produce WiFi.It is available in the colors green (ES-034-GN), orange (ES-034ORG) and blue (ES-034-BLU).

Price $39.99

Sol-speak

Palm II

This speaker dock is powered by solar energy. It enhances the volume
and quality of music and tunes from your iPod or iPhone or Android.
A solar panel is attached to supply solar energy which is converted
to electricity and stored in its 2,000mAh rechargeable lithium ion.
This energy is used to power the device along with having it produce
Wi-Fi.It is available in the colors white (ES-035-WHT) green (ES035-GN), , black (ES-035-BLK), pink (ES-035-PNK), and blue (ES035-BLU).
orange (ES-034-ORG) and blue (ES-034-BLU).

Price $39.99
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Charging Panels
Sol-fi

power Pod
At 4.6 ounces this palm-sized device is maximum portability meets
reliable off-grid power. The Sol-Fi Charging Panel is your ultra
lightweight companion, keeping you online and in-touch on the
go. With an on-board battery and rotating solar panels, the Sol-Fi
Charging Panel charges popular USB powered gadgets from your
iPhone, Android, Samsung, iPod, or iPad Air; to your Kindle, GPS
watch, GoPro camera. This gadget comes in the sleek colors of black
(SS-067-PCR-BLK) white (SS-067-PCR-WT) and green(SS-067PCR-GRN).

Price $25.99
Sol-fi

power wedge
At 4.6 ounces this palm-sized device is maximum portability meets
reliable off-grid power. The Sol-Fi Charging Panel is your ultra
lightweight companion, keeping you online and in-touch on the
go. With an on-board battery and rotating solar panels, the Sol-Fi
Charging Panel charges popular USB powered gadgets from your
iPhone, Android, Samsung, iPod, or iPad Air; to your Kindle, GPS
watch, GoPro camera. black(SS-068-PCR-BLK)

Price $25.99

Sol-fi

power ice
At 1.5 x 2.5” this tiny device is maximum portability meets reliable
off-grid power. The Sol-Fi Charging Panel is your ultra lightweight
companion, keeping you online and in-touch on the go. With an onboard battery and rotating solar panels, the Sol-Fi Charging Panel
charges popular USB powered gadgets from your iPhone, Android,
Samsung, iPod, or iPad Air; to your Kindle, GPS watch, GoPro
camera. white (SS-069-PCR-WT)

Price $25.99
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Pens & Pencils
Sol-fi

mech
This solar powered mechanical pencil uses the sun to power its ability
to connect with your electronic device. It radiates Wi-Fi waves giving
you your own personal hotspot. Its slender design comes in the weight of
about 3oz and it measures 4inches in length. On the side of the mechanical
pencil there is a switch which enables you to turn the Wi-Fi on and off.
All mechanical pencils come with an eraser head and refillable size 7mm
lead. The outermost shell of the pencil comes in the classic colors of blue
(SS-060-MLP-7-B), black (SS-060-MLP-7-BLK), white (SS-063-MLP-7WT), green (SS-064-MLP-7-G), sky blue (SS-065-MLP-7-SKYB), and
pink (SS-062-MLP-7-PNK).

Price $14.99
Sol-fi

INK

This solar powered pen uses the sun to power its ability to connect with
your electronic device. It radiates Wi-Fi waves giving you your own
personal Hotspot. Its slender design comes in the weight of about 3oz
and it measures 4inches in length. On the side of the pen there is a switch
which enables you to turn the Wi-Fi on and off. The outermost shell of the
pen comes in the classic colors of blue (SS-060-MLP-7-B), red (SS-060MLP-7-RD), yellow (SS-063-MLP-7-YW), green (SS-064-MLP-7-G),
orange (SS-065-MLP-7-ORG)

Price $14.99
Sol-fi

metallic
This solar powered pen uses the sun to power its ability to connect with
your electronic device. It radiates Wi-Fi waves giving you your own
personal Hotspot. Its slender design comes in the weight of about 3oz
and it measures 4inches in length. On the side of the pen there is a switch
which enables you to turn the Wi-Fi on and off. The outermost shell of
the pen comes in the strong metallic material and the colors of blue (SS060-MLP-7-B), red (SS-060-MLP-7-RD), silver (SS-063-MLP-7-SLR)

Price $14.99
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